The ESNtrain – a true opportunity for Europe

Never before did a train of 500 meters cross Europe. Never before came Europe in such a way to 40 train stations in 18 countries. Never before could 700 young people daily meet and share their vision with other citizens.

The ESNtrain truly stands for connecting Europe and its citizens. The same is true for the whole Erasmus Student Network. Through student mobility we aim at more understanding, tolerant and integrated societies living peacefully together.

Diversity is not just a concept, it is reality – and it is a beautiful reality. The ESNtrain outstandingly symbolises this diversity. Young, determined people from all over Europe work together on one goal – setting the ESNtrain on tracks; to allow citizens from all corners of Europe to communicate, to integrate, to understand each other.

In the name of the whole Erasmus Student Network, I wholeheartedly support the ESNtrain. I am impressed and delighted by its mission to connect Europe and its peoples. The fact that all organisation and work is conducted by volunteers dedicating their time, energy and enthusiasm and believing in the cause of the ESNtrain leaves me even more astonished.

Therefore, I invite everybody to join and support the ESNtrain as best as possible so that we all can live in the beautiful reality of diversity.
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